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ABSTRACT

Hong Kong is located in a low to moderate seismicity zone. In the past couple of
years, there was a lot of discussion on the necessity of imposing seismic provision in
buildings design. Through the public consultations by Buildings Department carried out
by end 2013 and early 2014, seismic provision will be included in the design of new
buildings and structures in Hong Kong. The next stage would be how to implement the
provisions and what kind of design philology or code approach should be adopted.
Across the SAR boundary line and within 50km radius, Shenzhen is using Chinese
seismic code GB20011 while our neighbor, Macau, is also using Chinese code as their
basis for design. Should Hong Kong also use Chinese seismic code is now a hot
gossipy topic among local engineers, developers and architects. This paper will briefly
list out the difference between Chinese seismic code and other international codes so
that we can have a better understanding on the design philology before making the
decision.
Keywords – seismic design, Chinese seismic code, seismicity of Hong Kong,
moderate seismicity, ductility demand
1. Introduction
Hong Kong SAR of China is one of the key international traffic-hub since 1898
because of its deep sea and wide harbor. With development of aviation and cargo
industry, Hong Kong was evolved to an important world financial center and
international city. The population of Hong Kong increased rapidly since the World War II.
Most buildings in Hong Kong are now high-rise with average 30 to 40 story high or in the
order of 120m~150m tall. Because of population density, developments are usually
comprise retails at lower levels and either residential and commercial at the top. Due to
different functional requirement between the lower and upper part of a development,
transfer structures are usually adopted to fulfill such functional demand.
Since codes of practice were introduced in Hong Kong in 1950’s [1], British codes
were adopted as the standards for building design in Hong Kong. Wind code CP3:
Chapter 5 is therefore become the standard for Hong Kong. At that moment of time,
there was no British seismic code. Although new local codes of practices were
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introduced in Hong Kong since late1990’s, seismic consideration is still yet to be
included in designing building structures in Hong Kong.
Geographically, Hong Kong is located on South East of China and west side of the
Philippine Tectonic Plate. Historical record demonstrates that earthquakes happen in
Hong Kong [2]. A lot of study was carried out [3,4] which conclude the seismicity of
Hong Kong is low-to-moderate. In 2012/13, the Buildings Department of Hong Kong had
carried out public consultations [5] which collect global positive feedback from the
industry and the public. A summary of the results of consultation with stakeholders can
be found in [6]. As Hong Kong is a very dense populated city, with a fair amount of
premium, it is logical to introduce seismic resistance design for buildings.
Under the one country two systems policy, Hong Kong is free to set-up her own code
of practices. Hong Kong had already developed her own Loading Code [5], Wind Code
[7], Concrete Code [9] and Steel Code [10]. These codes are independent from Chinese
Codes. There may have a number of engineers who considered that HK can just pick-up
the Chinese seismic code as from a self. Unfortunately, choose between ―easy‖ or
―appropriate‖ is not that simple. Compatibility with existing design codes and local
practice are some of the key issues. With limited space available, this paper will briefly
explain some of the major issues of Chinese seismic code which the author consider
Chinese seismic code is not 100% appropriate to Hong Kong. If we can find the
solutions to these questions, we are in a better position to decide if we should adopt
Chinese Seismic Code for Hong Kong.
2. Background on Chinese Seismic code development
Chinese seismic code was first written in 1974 based on Russian Code but quickly
updated to TJ11-78 [11] in 1978 after Tangshan Earthquake in 1976. The next update
was in 1989 and the code was renamed as GBJ11-89 [12]. Starting from TJ11-78, the
design level of earthquake was based on 475 years return period with force reduction
factor for different structure systems. The design philosophy is close to New Zealand
code by that time.
A major update on 2001 ―Code for Seismic Design of Buildings – GB50011‖ [13]
which the performance base concept were introduced for three levels of earthquake.
The three levels of earthquake are defined namely Level 1 (Minor/frequent) earthquake
with return period of 50 years (Pe = 63% in 50 years), Level 2 (Moderate) with return
period of 475 years (P e = 10% in 50 years) and Level 3 (Major/Severe) with return
period of 1641 (Pe = 3% in 50 years) to 2475 years (P e = 2% in 50 years). It contains the
performance based concept with design target for no damage in Level 1 EQ, repairable
damage in Level 2 EQ and no collapse in Level 3 EQ. Although most of the clauses
within the code was close to American UBC97 [14], the design philosophy has some
sort of shadow from Japanese seismic code.
Design was divided into two stages namely Stage 1 elastic design based on Level 1
EQ and Stage 2 elasto-plastic check on Level 3 EQ. Should the engineer follow the
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code, the building is supposed to have the target performance at three levels of
earthquake. The first version of GB50011 was published in 2001, with a partial updated
in 2008 shortly after Sichuan EQ and the latest version published in 2016. The code was
first developed for low to medium rise structures with an extensive chapter in RC and
masonry structures. The major content for steel structures focused in steel connections
and bracing system only. It is likely because nearly 95% of buildings in China in late 90’s
are RC and masonry structures. Steel structures by that time were mainly industrial
buildings.
Hong Kong is located in a low to moderate seismicity area and with strong wind.
Furthermore, most buildings in Hong Kong are high-rise which high stiffness is required
to resist wind and the ductility demand is low. The following sections will address the
implication if Hong Kong in adopting the Chinese Code.
3. Seismic Hazard
Generally speaking, earthquake is caused when two blocks of the earth suddenly slip
past one another. However, the detail classification of earthquakes were divided into
Interplate (occurs at a plate boundary), Intraplate (occurs in the interior of a tectonic
plate) and Interslab (occurs in either shallow or deep in a subduction plate). Such
classification of earthquakes is illustrated by Gioncu & Mazzolani [15] as in Fig.1. Similar
to most of the area in the world with low to moderate seismicity, the main characteristic
of earthquake that will strike Hong Kong would be intraplate type of earthquake.

Fig. 1 Classification of Earthquakes (Extract from Earthquake Engineering for
Structural Design, Spon Press 2011)
The first EQ level of Chinese Code is defined as return period of 50 years (i.e P e = 63%
in 50 years) is based on an extensive study by Gao and Bao [16] in 1985 for 45 cities in
North East, North West and South West part of China. These cities are close to active
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faults. Based on the statistical analysis, the relationship between Design Seismic
Intensity at Level 1 EQ (i.e. I1) and Seismic Fortification Intensity ( I2) is
I1 =I2 – 1.55
Hence, the different in force level in three level of EQ will be in the ratio approximately
1: 3: 2. It means that the forces in Level 3 EQ should be approximately six times of
Level 1. Under Chinese Code, Hong Kong is located in a moderate seismicity zone with
design intensity I2=7.0 with PGA=0.15g for return period of 475 years as shown in Fig.2

Fig. 2 PGA Value for Hong Kong as in Chinese Seismic Code
As the statistical results have not included any cities in South East part of China such
as Hong Kong which is mainly affect by intraplate type of earthquake. An independent
study should be carried out.
Extensive study had been carried out on the seismic hazard particular on South East
of China and Hong Kong by Arup [17] and Pappin et al [18]. The calculated PGA for
periods for rock site contoured across the Hong Kong region. The contours give the
values for ground motions having a 2% and 10% probability of being exceeded in the
next 50 years. The PGA contours are generally consistent with the PGA contours
presented in GEO Report No. 65 [19] as shown in Fig 3a and 3b.
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Fig 3a Contour plot for PGA (m/s2) for a 2% probability of being exceeded in the
next 50 years [17]

Fig 3b Contour plot for PGA (m/s2) for a 10% probability of being exceeded in the
next 50 years [17]
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From the contour, the PGA value which cover 99% of Hong Kong area should be in
the order of 1.12m/s2 or 0.114g which is less but close to 0.15g as specified by
GB18306 [20 ] for 10% in 50 years or 475 years return period.
4. Importance Factors
In nearly all national seismic codes, buildings are classified into different occupancy
categories. An importance factor, IE, is used to reflect the consequence of the building
after earthquake and therefore specified for essential facilities, including hospitals, fire
stations and emergency centers and government buildings according to the government
or local government ordinance. These buildings are designed to maintain their
functionality during and after an earthquake event. Such factors amplified the seismic
force, an alternatively means for s uch is to change the return period of earthquake in
designing the building. It is represented by the following equation:

where Sa = Spectral Acceleration,
Pe = Probability of Exceedence
The corresponding values for IE for Hong Kong based on various return period is
listed in Table 1 and Fig 4.
In Chinese code, the importance of buildings are not defined by the amount of
seismic forces need to be considered but the amount of ductility which need to be
provided to that building. Take an example for hospital, in nearly most of the national
codes, hospitals are defined to be not less that category B which is same as in Chinese
code. In other national seismic code, hospital will be designed to have seismic force to
be at least 1.4 times ordinary buildings (i.e. 1000 years return period). In Chinese Code,
amplification factors will be applied in element design and also with special detailing to
enhance the ductility. This will cause category B buildings in Chinese code deform more
in compare with other national codes. In nowadays, a lot of hospitals are equipped with
expensive equipment with very stringent drift/vibration limits. Although a hospital
designed by Chinese code would be structurally sound and without collapse after
earthquake, extensive checking on the equipment would be required before it can be
resumed for operation.
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Fig 4 Return Period – PGA plot

Table 1 Return Period - Importance Factor
relationship

In Hong Kong, we have very limited number of hospitals with emergency services
which must be under full operation right after disaster event. Collapse proof is not the
only objective for hospitals. Although increase the force is not the only way to improve
the building performance, it is alternative way before a full performance based seismic
code could be implement locally.
5. Design of Buildings
In Chinese code, there are a lot of factors which needed to be checked and sometime
it is very difficult or nearly impossible to have all limit to be meet at the same time. Such
values are stiffness – building weight ratio; storey shear - building weight load and
minimum base shear ratio etc. A study by Ho and Ching [21] demonstrate that such
requirements in Chinese code will push the structural system for over 300m tall
buildings to mega braced buildings.
According to Chinese code, transfer structures were limited in certain locations and
transfer plate system is not allowed. In Hong Kong, majority of development in HK will
have transfer structures because of limited land issue. With the consideration of strong
wind and moderate seismicity, a complete prohibition on transfer plate structures seems
unrealistic in Hong Kong. Ray et al [22] had carried out studies for several buildings
based on local situation and Li and Lam [23] study indicated that buildings with transfer
plate is possible. Therefore, the seismic code for HK should allow a practical gateway
for transfer structures especially for tall buildings.
The coverage for building height in Chinese code is also very limited, for RC buildings
higher than 80m tall will requires non-linear analysis and more 100m tall in Hong Kong
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will requires time-history analysis. This will increase a lot of work load to local engineers
as most of buildings are higher than 100m.
6. Load Combination and Factors
Damping ratio for wind for tall buildings should be in the range of 1~1.5% for
severability and in the order of 2% for strength. In seismic case, nearly all national
codes use 5%. Chinese code use 2% damping for steel structures and 5% depends for
RC structures. For composite structures, it will be in the range of 3~4.5% depends on
either the structure behaves like a steel structure or RC structure. In Chinese code, it
requires a load combination of wind and seismic at the same time, it creates a conflict
and a lot of engineers miss this point. In wind model, the structure should be uncrack
with lower damping ratio. While in seismic case, the structure is assumed to be cracked
with higher damping ratio. It is not logical to combine two computer models in one load
combination as they are two structures. In other national codes, seismic cases are set
as individual load case without combination with wind and temperature load case etc.
As previously discussed in section III, the design seismic intensity in Chinese code I1
is I2 -1.55, with a load factor of 1.3 specified in Chinese code, the final design load level
will still be less than I2. Therefore, in Chinese code, there are a lot of factors to be
inserted in the code in element design which reduce the practicality of Chinese code.
7. Ductility Demand
Because of limited space, this section only cover the reinforced concrete structures.
Under GB50010-2010, RC elements are classified in different Earthquake-resistant
Grades (ductility classification, including 4th to 1st and special grade) on the basis of
intensity, structural type, building height and fortification category, and should comply
with corresponding calculating requirements and detailing measures for earthquake
resistance. Table 2 list out the requirement for stirrups for various Earthquake-resistant
Grades.
Table 2 Maximum spacing and minimum diameter of stirrups at core zone
Earthquakeresistant
Maximum spacing of stirrups (mm)
Grade
1st
Smaller value between 6 times of diameter of
longitudinal tensile reinforcement and 100
nd
2
Smaller value between 8 times of diameter of
longitudinal tensile reinforcement and 100
rd
3
Smaller value between 8 times of diameter of
longitudinal tensile reinforcement and 150
(100 at column root)
4th
Smaller value between 8 times of diameter
of longitudinal tensile reinforcement and
150 (100 at column root)
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Minimum
diameter of
stirrup (mm)
10
8
8

6 ( 8 at column
root)

For the core zone in the nodal point of frame with Earthquake-resistant Grade 1st to
3rd, the characteristic value of providing stirrup may not be less than 0.12, 0.10 and
0.08 respectively, and the volumetric ratio of reinforcement for stirrups may not be less
than 0.6 %, 0.5 %, 0.4 % respectively.
In accordance to the Earthquake-resistant Grades, the load capacity design of
structure must consider the characteristic of seismic failure of members, preventing the
non-ductile failure such as shear failure and collapse. That could be controlled by
restricting the section condition of member, adjustment by load capacity coefficient and
construction measures. Capacity design is good in case the design of structure is
controlled by seismic load case. Should the member size be controlled by wind/stiffness,
such requirement would be unrealistic and overdesign the associated members.
Furthermore, it is interesting to know that the design seismic force according to GBJ
50011 is independent from the structural system. It means that even a structure with
both system and members provide very high ductility, the design seismic force could not
be reduced.
8. Summary
It is no question on the integrity of Chinese Seismic Code as it was tested in the past
by real earthquakes. As presented in above, it is likely that there is a compatibility issue
if Hong Kong use Chinese Seismic Code in combining the existing RC and steel codes.
The objective of this paper is to highlight some of similar issue in Chinese code. To use
Chinese codes as a whole package in design is easy but using Chinese seismic code
for designing buildings in Hong Kong however is not straight forward. Again, Hong Kong
is located in an area with strong wind and tall buildings which the ductility demand are
low. Building higher than 15 story will mainly be controlled by wind load and stiffness.
Therefore, buildings in Hong Kong should have a lot of reserved stre ngth for lateral load.
Buildings with low to medium ductility should be able to protect the buildings from
earthquake with 2475 years return period.
A brief review of Chinese seismic code were reviewed with some of its area of
concern were listed. Should Hong Kong adopted Chinese seismic code for Hong Kong?
Readers should have their judgment in their mind.
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